IN opening this discussion I shall make what I have to say as brief as possible, and mainly by way of preface. For my clinical war opportunities in this direction have been limited, and I am anxious to allow as much time as possible to those who have much more to tell you than I. If my remarks seem at first a trifle desultory, I trust second thoughts will acquit them of being unnecessary or inopportune.
I congratulate the Section on the distinguished list of speakers who are going to place their experience before us. I would thank them for coming, and I would also thank Captain McClure for the very great trouble he has taken-in the midst of many other duties-in securing them.
The title of our subject needs a short passing reference. As it differs considerably from that of our last discussion on war disabilities, it might be thought that in some particulars we had receded from opinions earlier expressed. There could be no greater mistake. The present subject-matter is only complementary to the former, and, we are still discharging the duties which our carefully arrived at conclusions have imposed upon us.
Another point (which arises out of the personnel of the meeting) is one which intimately concerns the future of the Section. This meeting, as you notice, is not merely a London meeting, invaluable as London JA-1 '2 Gordon: Discussion on Treatment by Physical Methods meetings have been, not merely an English meeting in the pre-War sense. It is an English meeting in a new and truer sense which the War has brought home to us-a sense which ignores distance, however great, and recognizes only kinship. It is a world-wide England which must put its shoulder to the wheel in tfie coming toils of peace. Now, when the War is over there can be little doubt that civilization will take a new step forward. Great movements of men for civilized purposes and removals of great national dangers have, in the past, preluded such advances. In such a forward move medicine must share, and our Section stands especially to gain from what are likely to be the new conditions. To recognize the flood tide is the first essential if we are not to miss it. New fields should be open to us, new help-if we seek it-forthcoming. It should be remembered that in climatology, dominated as its study is by physical conditions, problems which may be insoluble in one region of the globe may be soluble in others. We want widespread collaboration, with whatever new organization is necessary to obtain it. Above all, we want to enlist in our labours the rising genius of England Overseas.
We are also most fortunate in having with us to-day our distinguished confrere, Dr. Quiserne, Director of the Annexe to the Grand Palais Corps de Reeducation Physique in Paris, to whom we already owe so much of our knowledge of the methods there employed. It is of the greatest importance to us that he has been so good as to take the trouble to be present. May I venture to say that we welcome him not merely for himself, not merely'for the great value of what we shall learn from him, but as one of that great and gifted nation, with whom we hope for closer ties and wider interchange of thought from the present time onward.
Lastly, coming to our immediate business, the War has brought to us a vast number of new and interesting cases; nerve cases, functional and organic; heart cases, chiefly neurocardiac and myocardiac; so-called " rheumatic," " myalgic," "fibrositic" disabilities; so-called " trench-feet "; so-called " trench nephritis "; for many of which some measure of physical treatment has proved of remarkable value. We are happy in having those present who can speak authoritatively on each and all of them. There is no doubt that to many of us, in the therapeutics of the War, physical methods have taken an unexpectedly high place. Whilst we in no way depreciate the value of drugs (some of which, like salicylate of soda, seem to me to have been less used than they should have been), we must recognize that there are a considerable number of cases which, having resisted medicines, have been greatly benefited by physical means.
I would like to mention a simple form of appliance from which, in cases like sciatica, or the severe leg pains following so-called " trench fever," I have gained the most valuable help. It consists of a metal shade, with a thirty candle power carbon lamp, fitting to an ordinary electric light junction. I had it m-ade by one of our orderlies at No. 1 Hospital in Exeter whilst waiting for our Dowsing installation. A patient suffering from trench fever had not slept for nights without morphia. After ten minutes' use of this lamp he was much better, and after six such daily applications he needed no more hypodermics. I am now using a similar lamp for an obstinate case of sciatica at the Devon and Exeter Hospital, with immediate and remarkable benefit.
Another useful means of treating obstinate "myalgic" cases is an imitation Droitwich bath, if I may call it so i.e., a hot bath of brine, 6 oz. to the pint, in which the patient remains about twenty minutes. But it does -not suit certain cases, of whose exact characters I am not yet sure.
I have not used the whirlpool bath for medical cases. Its frequent superiority to radiant light and heat in cases of traumatic disability is incontestable.
One word in conclusion is unavoidable. I think it is nothing short of a calamity that-be the cause what it may-it has proved so difficult to gain -a far more rapid comnprehension (so badly needed in the interests of our sick and wounded) on the part of the profession generally of the immense benefit disabled men can derive from physio-therapeutics. The responsibility for this calamity does not lie at the door of the Royal Society of Medicine.
Dr. QUISERNE.1
Let me first of all discharge the debt of gratitude I owe you when you did me the very great honour of admitting me to the ranks of your Foreign Corresponding Members. Circumstances had not until to-day permitted me to express this gratitude to you personally, and I hasten to seize the opportunity you offer me this afternoon to tell you how deeply I feel the honour you have done me, and are now doing me, in inviting me to share in your labours. I am at the same time both
